
Mid-Cities Interlock 8u Rules 

 

General  

1. 60 minutes finish the inning for ALL games. No NEW inning will start after 60 minutes 

have been played. Once time has expired and it is determined that there is no way the losing 

team can score enough runs to tie or win the game within the inning they are playing, the batter 

at the plate will finish her at bat and then the game is over.  

2. Pitching rubber is set at 35 

3. Teams will use an 11” standard softball.  

 

Participation:  

4. Ten players play the field. Infielders will take normal infield positions. All outfielders must 

be positioned on the outfield grass and cannot come into the infield until the ball is put into play 

by the batter. The 11th and beyond will play in the outfield 20’ behind the first four outfielders. 

All players in the line-up will play in the field.  

5. Fielders must attempt to make plays with overhand throws or underhand tosses to the 

bases. Intentionally rolled balls will result in the runner being called safe.  

6. All players must play at least 1 inning at an in-field position by the 3rd inning. Exceptions 

should be raised by coach at umpire meeting. Rosters provided to opposing teams should 

indicate positions for each player through the 3rd inning.  

 

Base Running:  

7. Runners may not leave a base they are occupying at the time of the pitch. Runners may 

leave once the ball is contacted by the batter. Stealing bases is not allowed.  

8. All runners are allowed to advance only one base on any overthrow to any base.  

9. Play is stopped when the ball is in possession of any infield player in the infield area. 

Base runners must stop at the base they are going to at time of throw. The umpire should call 

coach’s interference if a coach fails to get out of the way of a fielder  

10. A player attempting to reach the next base is considered "going" to the next base. If 

pitcher attempts to throw runner out, ball is considered an overthrow and base runners may 

advance one base.  

11. Slap hitting, slash hitting and bunting are not permitted.  

12. There is NO IN-FIELD FLY  

 

Pitching:  

13. Coach pitch only.  

14. Coaches must release the ball with both feet in the pitching circle.  

15. The coach pitcher must get off the field once the ball is put in play, there is no coaching 

from the pitchers circle (as in base coaching), as you are running off the field you can talk to the 

batter that has hit and tell her to run, go etc. There is no standing in the circle once the ball is 

put in play 

16. Catcher must be on the field for every pitch. If umpire determines that a team is delaying 

game by slowing down getting a catcher on the field, the batter will be awarded first base. This 

is considered a judgment call. Last batted out may run for the catcher of record with 2 outs.  



17. A batter gets up to 5 pitches to try to put the ball into play. A player is out after 3 strikes 

(physical swings of the bat) or after 5 pitches and the ball has not been put into play. There is no 

ball count kept.  

18. If the batter fouls the 5th pitch, she gets another pitch. This can be repeated if the batter 

fouls additional “final” pitches.  

19. If a batted ball should hit the coach who is pitching, the ball is declared a “dead ball” and 

the pitch will be replayed. All runners must return to the base where they began. All defensive 

players (excluding the pitcher) shall be positioned outside of the pitching circle at their normal 

positions. The pitcher should be in a position on either side of the pitching coach (1st base side 

or 3rd base side) with at least one foot inside the pitching circle, and shall be no closer to home 

plate than the 27’ line when the pitch is launched.  

20. No drop 3rd strike in effect  

21. No Slap hitting or Slash hitting  

 

Coaches Responsibilities:  

22. Two defensive coaches will be allowed in the outfield and one defensive coach behind 

the catcher.  

23. Offensive coaches are to be in coach’s boxes at first base, third base and within the 

pitching circle.  

 

 



 


